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1. Introduction

Phylogenetic trees are widely used to represent evolutionary relationships, par-
ticularly in biology. Such trees have labelled leaves, and unlabelled interior vertices,
and may be rooted or unrooted. One technique for building phylogenetic trees –
sometimes called the supertree approach – is to combine trees on overlapping sets
of leaves. This has become a widely-applied technique in systematic biology, and a
central tool in the challenge to construct a ‘tree of life’ [2].

The requirement that these trees are compatible, that is, fit together into a
parent tree enforces further tree-like relations to hold. This allows one to infer
new phylogenetic relationships from the input, and one can iterate this procedure,
leading to the concept of a closure operation on a set of trees. Such operations have
proved to be particularly useful, both for theory [4, 5, 8, 13, 18] and applications
[9, 7, 14, 15, 16, 21]. For example, a closure operation may produce a conflicting
pair of trees, thereby showing that the initial set of input trees was inconsistent
with any global tree, something which may not have been apparent to start with.
Alternatively, a closure operation may produce a sufficiently rich set of additional
trees, that a global tree is uniquely specified and easily constructed. Certain types
of closure operations are also polynomial time, allowing for the solution of special
cases of problems which in general are NP–complete [5, 20].

For rooted phylogenetic trees, the basic building blocks are ‘rooted triples’ - in-
duced rooted subtrees on three leaves. For unrooted phylogenetic trees, the building
blocks are ‘quartet trees’ - induced subtrees on four leaves. In both cases the closure
operations take a set of these small trees and produce further ones. For unrooted
phylogenetic trees we also study a closure operation on a different type of building
block - namely the ‘splits’ of the leaf set into two disjoint subsets.

Our main results can be summarized as follows (precise definitions and state-
ments are given later):

• For any rooted phylogenetic tree we determine the minimum number of
rooted triples whose closure gives all the induced rooted triples for that
tree.

• The following problem is NP–complete: Given an arbitrary set R of rooted
triples whose closure is the set of all induced rooted triples of some tree,
does R contain a subset of minimum size with this property?

• In contrast to the rooted setting, closure rules for quartet trees do not suffice
to detect incompatibility. That is, there exists an incompatible set of quar-
tet trees for which every proper subset of the quartets is both compatible
and closed, thereby settling a question raised in the literature.

• Two closure rules (defined more than 20 years ago) on pairs of splits of
the leaf sets of trees are complete amongst pair-wise rules on partitions of
subsets of X .

• We describe how some of the arguments presented can be rephrased in a
more general setting.
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1.1. Basic definitions. We mostly follow the notation of [19]. A rooted phyloge-
netic X–tree T is a rooted tree, in which X is the set of leaves, and the interior
vertices are unlabelled and have at least two outgoing edges. In case each interior
vertex has exactly two outgoing edges, T is said to be binary. We let E̊(T ) denote
the set of (interior) edges of T that are not incident with a leaf. A binary rooted
phylogenetic tree on three leaves is called a rooted triple.

The clusters of T are the subsets of X that consist of all the elements of X that
are separated from the root vertex of T by some vertex of T . It is a classical result
that a rooted phylogenetic X–tree is determined up to isomorphism by its set of
clusters. We denote the rooted triple with leaf set {x, y, z} that contains the cluster
{x, y} by xy|z or, equivalently, by z|xy.

For two phylogenetic X–trees T , T ′, if the clusters of T are a subset of the
clusters of T ′ we say that T ′ refines T , written T ≤ T ′. Given a subset X ′ of X ,
and a rooted phylogenetic X–tree, the induced tree T |X ′ is the rooted phylogenetic
X ′–tree that has as its set of clusters {A ∩ X ′ : A is a cluster of T , A ∩ X ′ 6= ∅}.

A rooted phylogenetic X–tree T is said to display another rooted phylogenetic
X ′–tree T ′ where X ′ ⊆ X if T ′ ≤ T |X ′. We let r(T ) denote the set of all rooted
triples displayed by T . To illustrate this idea, Fig. 1 shows a rooted tree that
displays the rooted triples 12|3 and 13|6 but not 13|4 nor 15|4.

Given a collection R of rooted triples, let L(R) denote the set of leaf labels that
appear in at least one tree and let co(R) denote the set of rooted phylogenetic trees
on leaf set L(R) that display all the trees in R. We say R is compatible if co(R) is
non-empty.

Similar definitions apply for unrooted phylogenetic X–trees, however in this
section and the next we deal only with rooted trees.

1 6542 3

Figure 1. A rooted phylogenetic tree T that displays 12|3 and
13|6 but not 13|4 nor 15|4.

1.2. Closure of a set of rooted triples. Given a compatible collection R of
rooted triples, we write R ` ab|c if every rooted phylogenetic tree that displays R
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also displays ab|c (this is equivalent to requiring that R ∪ {ac|b} is incompatible,
and R∪ {bc|a} is incompatible).

If R is a compatible set of rooted triples, we define the closure of R by

cl(R) =
⋂

T ∈co(R)

r(T ).

Equivalently, cl(R) is the set {ab|c : R ` ab|c}. This operation satisfies the usual
three properties of a closure operator, namely: R ⊆ cl(R); cl(cl(R)) = cl(R) and
if R1 ⊆ R2 are compatible, then cl(R1) ⊆ cl(R2).

If R is incompatible, then one can also define a closure of R as follows. We
say that a set of rooted triples (compatible or not) R∗ is closed if for every subset
R′ ⊆ R∗ such that R′ is compatible, cl(R′) ⊆ R∗. In particular the set R(X) of
all 3

(
n
3

)
rooted triples on X is closed, and so given a set R ⊆ R(X) we can define

the closure of R, denoted Cl(R) to be the intersection of all closed sets containing
R. This also satisfies the three properties of a closure operator, and when R is
compatible we have Cl(R) = cl(R).

The closure operation provides a neat characterization of compatibility as the
following Lemma shows. The result is a slight strengthening of Proposition 9(2) of
[4] and is established by the same argument used in that result.

Lemma 1.1. Let R be a set of rooted triples. Then R is incompatible if and only
if there exists a set R′ ⊂ R such that for every rooted triple ab|c ∈ R − R′ either
R′ ` ac|b or R′ ` bc|a.

We will use this lemma later in the paper; however we pause to note an applica-
tion of it now that is relevant to supertree reconstruction. Given two sets of rooted
triples R1,R2, let

[R1,R2] := {ab|c ∈ R1 : there does not exist R′ ⊆ R2 : R′ ` ac|b or R′ ` bc|a}.

Proposition 1.2. Let R1 and R2 be two sets of rooted triples (compatible or not)
for which R1 ⊆ R2. Then [R1,R2] is compatible. In particular [R1,R1] is compat-
ible.

Proof. Suppose [R1,R2] were incompatible. By Lemma 1.1 there would exist a set
R′ ⊆ [R1,R2] ⊆ R1 ⊆ R2 and a rooted triple ab|c ∈ [R1,R2] − R′ ⊆ R2 such
that either R′ ` ac|b or R′ ` bc|a. However, this implies that ab|c /∈ [R1,R2], a
contradiction. �

For example, for any set R of rooted triples (compatible or not) we could take
R1 = R2 = Cl(R), and Proposition 1.2 would ensure that [Cl(R), Cl(R)] is com-
patible. This is relevant for a desired property for supertree methods, described
semi-formally in [11] as: “the property of [the output tree] displaying x|yz if it is
found in some input tree or implied by some combination of input trees and no
input tree or combination of input trees displays or implies y|xz or z|xy”.
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2. Minimal sets whose closure gives all the information in a tree

For every phylogenetic tree T , the set r(T ) of all rooted triples displayed by T
is closed. However, in general there exist subsets R of r(T ) with cl(R) = r(T ). For
example, the set {12|3, 12|4, 13|5, 34|5, 56|1} has this property for the tree depicted
in Fig. 1. In this section, we will compute a tight lower bound for the cardinality
of such a set R.

Before exploring this further, we first note that this question has an equivalent
reformulation.

Definition A collection of rooted triples identifies a rooted phylogenetic X–tree T
if T displays R and every other tree that displays R is a refinement of T . That
is, co(R) = {T ′ : T ≤ T ′, L(T ) = L(T ′)}. In view of the following Lemma our
problem is to determine the smallest number of rooted triples needed to identify T .

Lemma 2.1. For any subset R of r(T ), cl(R) = r(T ) iff R identifies T .

Proof. We have cl(R) =
⋂

T ′∈co(R) r(T ′). Thus, cl(R) = r(T ) precisely if r(T ) ⊆
r(T ′) for all T ′ ∈ co(R). But r(T ) ⊆ r(T ′) iff T ≤ T ′, and so cl(R) = r(T ) iff
T ≤ T ′ for all T ′ ∈ co(R), precisely the requirement for R to identify T . �

To proceed further we need to introduce some further definitions. Regarding a
rooted phylogenetic tree T as a directed graph (with arcs oriented away from the
root), and given v ∈ V (T ), the descendents of v, denoted desT (v), is the set of
leaves that can be reached via a directed path in T starting at v. We simply write
des(v) when T is clear from context.

A rooted triple ab|c distinguishes an edge (u, v) in T if and only if a, b, c ∈
des(u), a, b ∈ des(v), and c /∈ des(v). For example, in Fig. 1 the rooted triple 12|4
distinguishes the interior edge of T that is not incident with the root.

If R identifies T , then it is clearly necessary that for each internal edge of T , R
contains at least one rooted triple that distinguishes that edge. For a rooted binary
phylogenetic tree, this condition is also sufficient, thus for a binary tree on n leaves,
a set of cardinality n − 2 (one rooted triple for each of the n − 2 internal edges)
is enough to identify the tree [20]. As noted in [21], “calculating the number of
absolutely independent triples for non-binary trees is more complex, depending on
the degree and level of resolution of the tree.” We will establish a lower bound on the
number of rooted triples needed to identify a tree, and show that this lower bound
can actually be realized for any tree. First we recall recall a useful construction in
classical phylogenetics.

Given a compatible collection R of rooted triples, there is a well-known and
canonical construction of a tree denoted AR which displays R due to Aho et al.
[1]. There is a polynomial-time procedure which constructs the clusters of this
tree recursively from R (readers unfamiliar with this construction may wish to
consult [19]). The basis of this algorithm is the following graph, which can be
constructed from any set R of rooted triples (compatible or not) and which we
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denote as G(R). The set of vertices of this graph is L(R), the set of leaf labels
of the elements of R. There is an edge between two vertices a and b, if there is
c ∈ L(R) such that ab|c ∈ R. This graph, G(R), is called the clustering graph
in [19]. The components of this graph form the maximal clusters of the tree AR,
and the algorithm for constructing the clusters in the remainder of AR proceeds
recursively by restricting R to the leaf labels within each component (for details
see [19]). The following result is from [17].

Lemma 2.2. If R identifies T then AR = T .

As well as G(R) we will require a further graph in the arguments that follow.
Let R be a set of rooted triples, and let V and U be sets of subsets of L(R). We
define an edge-labelled graph G(R, V, U) as follows. Take the vertices of the graph
to be the elements of V . Add an edge between two vertices v and v′ if there is a
rooted triple ab|c ∈ R such that a ∈ v, b ∈ v′, and c ∈ u for some u ∈ U . Label each
edge {v, v′} with the set {u ∈ U : ∃ ab|c ∈ R such that a ∈ v, b ∈ v′, and c ∈ u}.
If V = U = {{x} : x ∈ L(R)}, then G(R, V, U) is simply G(R) with edge labels as
defined in [4].

For a rooted phylogenetic tree T with L(T ) ⊆ L(R) and (u, v) ∈ E̊(T ), let

G(R, T , (u, v)) := G(R, V, U)

where V = {des(x) : (v, x) ∈ E(T )} and U = {des(w) : (u, w) ∈ E(T ), w 6= v}.
Furthermore, for a vertex w of T such that (u, w) ∈ E̊(T ), and w 6= v, we let
Gw(R, T , (u, v)) denote the subgraph of G(R, T , (u, v)) with the same vertex set
and only those edges which have w in their label set. For a subset L′ ⊆ L(R), we
denote the set of all triples in R that have all leaves in L′ by R|L′ and for a graph
G and a subset V ′ of its vertex set, G[V ′] is the subgraph of G induced by V ′.

Lemma 2.3. If R is a set of rooted triples and (u, v) ∈ E̊(AR), then G(R,AR, (u, v))
is connected.

Proof. By the construction of AR, des(v) is the vertex set of a connected component
of G(R|des(u)). We will show that, ignoring edge labels, G(R,AR, (u, v)) can be
obtained from G(R|des(u))[des(v)] by simply identifying vertices. Let G∗ be the
graph obtained from G(R|des(u))[des(v)] by identifying all vertices that are in the
same connected component of G(R|des(v)). Clearly, G∗ and G(R,AR, (u, v)) have
the same vertex set, say B1, B2, . . . , Bd+(v) where d+(v) denotes the outdegree of
v in AR. If BiBj is an edge of G(R,AR, (u, v)), then there exists a ∈ Bi, b ∈ Bj ,
and c ∈ des(u) such that ab|c ∈ R. Therefore, BiBj is also an edge of G∗. Suppose
that BiBj is an edge of G∗ but is not in the edge set of G(R,AR, (u, v)). Then
there must be some a ∈ Bi, b ∈ Bj , and c ∈ des(u) such that ab|c ∈ R and
c /∈ des(u) − des(v). Thus c ∈ des(v). This contradicts the fact that a and b are in
distinct connected components of G(R|des(v)). Therefore, G∗ and G(R,AR, (u, v))
have the same edge set and we conclude that G(R,AR, (u, v)) is connected. �

Lemma 2.4. If R is a set of rooted triples that identifies AR, then, for every two
edges (u, v) ∈ E̊(AR) and (u, w) ∈ E(AR) with w 6= v, the graph Gw(R,AR, (u, v))
is connected.
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Proof. If d+(u) = 2, then Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) = G(R,AR, (u, v)). Thus, by Lemma 2.3,
Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) is connected.

Now consider the case where d+(u) > 2. Suppose Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) is not
connected and let C1, ..., Ck be its components with more than one vertex. Note
that k = 0 if all vertices are isolated. Let T be the tree obtained from AR by adding
vertices x1, ..., xk, replacing all edges (v, yi) for which des(yi) is a vertex of Ci by
an edge (xi, yi) and adding an edge (v, xi) for every i ∈ {1, ..., k}, and replacing
the edge (u, w) by (v, w). Suppose that T does not display R. Then there is
a rooted triple ab|c ∈ R which is displayed by AR but not by T . This implies
that c ∈ des(w), a, b ∈ des(v), and a and b are contained in vertices of different
components of Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) which is impossible in view of the definition of that
graph. Thus, T displays R. This is a contradiction since T is not a resolution of AR
but we assumed that R identifies AR. Therefore, Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) is connected.

�

Theorem 2.5. Given a rooted phylogenetic X-tree T , and a set of rooted triples R
with L(R) = X, we have AR = T if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(i) R ⊆ r(T ) and
(ii) ∀(u, v) ∈ E̊(T ), G(R, T , (u, v)) is connected.

Furthermore, R identifies T if and only if in addition to (i) and (ii), the following
condition holds.

(iii) ∀(u, v) ∈ E̊(T ) and for each (u, w) ∈ E(T ) with w 6= v, Gw(R, T , (u, v)) is
connected.

Proof. Assume that AR = T . Then R ⊆ r(AR) = r(T ), satisfying condition (i).
By Lemma 2.3, condition (ii) is also satisfied. To prove the converse (i.e. conditions
(i) and (ii) imply AR = T ) we will use induction on the number of internal edges
of T . The result clearly holds for trees with exactly one internal edge. Let T be a
tree with |E̊(T )| > 1. Assume the result holds for any tree with less than |E̊(T )|
leaves.

We assume that AR 6= T . Hence, there are edges (u, v) of T and (u′, v′) of AR
such that desT (u) = desAR(u′) and desT (v) 6= desAR(v′) and desT (v)∩desAR(v′) 6=
∅. Let Tv be the subtree of T with root v and leaf set des(v). Clearly, we
have R|des(v) ⊆ r(Tv) and that G(Rdes(v), Tv, (w1, w2)) is connected for every edge
(w1, w2) ∈ E̊(Tv). By induction hypothesis, we have Tv = AR|des(v)

. Hence, for ev-
ery edge (v, w) of T , des(w) is contained in one connected component of G(R|des(v))
and therefore in one component of G(R|des(u)). Further, since G(R, T , (u, v)) is
connected, even des(v) is contained in one connected component of G(R|des(u)) =
G(R|des(u′)), thus we have des(v) ⊆ des(v′). Since des(v) 6= des(v′) there is an
edge {x1, x2} in the connected graph G(R|des(u))[des(v′)] with x1 ∈ des(v) and
x2 /∈ des(v). Hence, there is y ∈ des(u) with x1x2|y ∈ R but this rooted triple
is not displayed by T , a contradiction. This proves that T = AR, hence the first
result of this theorem.
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Now we will prove the second result that conditions (i)-(iii) are necessary and
sufficient for R to identify T . If R identifies T then T = AR. Thus, conditions (i)
and (ii) follow from the first part of this theorem and condition (iii) follows from
Lemma 2.4.

Assume that conditions (i)-(iii) hold. By the first part of this theorem, T = AR.
Suppose that R does not identify T . It was shown in [6], p. 45, that then there
are edges (u, v), (u, w) ∈ E(T ) such that v 6= w and G(R|des(v)∪des(w)) has more
than two connected components. We know that for each connected component C
of G(R|des(v)∪des(w)) either V (C) ⊆ des(v) or V (C) ⊆ des(w). Assume without
loss of generality that the vertices of at least two of the connected components of
G(R|des(v)∪des(w)) are subsets of des(v). Then the graph Gw(R,AR, (u, v)) can not
be connected, in contradiction to the assumption that (iii) holds. Therefore, R
must identify T . �

Notice that the graphs in conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.5 depend only
on those rooted triples that distinguish an edge. Therefore, the following corollary
is immediate.

Corollary 2.6. If R is a minimal set of rooted triples identifying T then each
element of R distinguishes an internal edge of T .

We are now ready to establish a lower bound on the number of rooted triples
needed to identify a tree. For a rooted phylogenetic tree T , we define

lb(T ) =
∑

(u,v)∈E̊(T )

(d+(v) − 1)(d+(u) − 1).

Theorem 2.7. If R is a set of rooted triples that identifies T , then |R| ≥ lb(T ).

Proof. By Corollary 2.6, each element of R distinguishes exactly one internal edge
of T . For each internal edge (u, v) of T , let π(u,v) be the set of elements of R that
distinguish (u, v). Then {π(u,v) : (u, v) ∈ E̊(T )} is a partition of R and

|R| =
∑

(u,v)∈E̊(T )

|π(u,v)|.

We will show that for every internal edge (u, v) ∈ T ,

|π(u,v)| ≥ (d+(v) − 1)(d+(u) − 1).

By Lemma 2.4, for (u, w) ∈ E̊(T ) such that w 6= v, the graph Gw = Gw(R, T , (u, v))
is connected. Hence,

|E(Gw)| ≥ |V (Gw)| − 1 = d+(v) − 1.

Let w1, w2, ..., wd+(u)−1 be the vertices of T such that (u, w) ∈ E̊(T ) and w 6= v.
Then we have

|π(u,v)| ≥
d+(u)−1∑

i=1

|E(Gwi(R, T , (u, v)))| ≥ (d+(v) − 1)(d+(u) − 1).
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This establishes the lower bound on |R|. �

Now we will show that the lower bound from Theorem 2.7 can be attained for
every tree T .

Theorem 2.8. For every rooted phylogenetic tree T , there is a set R of rooted
triples such that R identifies T and |R| = lb(T ).

Proof. We prove the theorem by constructing a set R of rooted triples with the
desired property. For each (u, v) ∈ E̊(T ), we choose a set of rooted triples π(u,v)

in the following manner. Let w1, w2, ..., wd+(v) be the children of v and, for i ∈
{1, ..., d+(v)}, let xi ∈ des(wi). Further, let y1, ..., yd+(u) be the children of u with
yd+(u) = v and, for i ∈ {1, ..., d+(u) − 1}, let zi ∈ des(yi). Let

π(u,v) = {xixi+1|zj : 1 ≤ i ≤ d+(v) − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ d+(u) − 1}.

Let R =
⋃

(u,v)∈E̊(T )

π(u,v). By construction, R fulfils conditions (i)–(iii) of Theorem

2.5, thus R identifies T and |R| = lb(T ). �

For the phylogenetic tree depicted in Fig. 1, the construction above yields the
minimum identifying set {12|3, 12|4, 13|5, 34|5, 56|1} of rooted triples.

We will now consider a slightly different question concerning redundancy in triple
sets. Given a set R of rooted triples, what is the cardinality of a smallest subset
R′ of R with cl(R′) = cl(R)? It turns out that this is a computationally hard
question, even in the special case where R identifies a rooted phylogenetic tree.
More precisely, we will show that the following decision problem is NP-complete:

Problem 2.9. INSTANCE: A set R of rooted triples and a phylogenetic tree T
that is identified by R.
QUESTION: Is there a subset R′ of R of cardinality lb(T ) such that cl(R′) = r(T )?

Theorem 2.10. Problem 2.9 is NP-complete.

Proof. Clearly, it can be verified in polynomial time that a given subset of R of
cardinality lb(T ) identifies T , thus the problem is in NP.

We prove NP-completeness by reducing 3-edge-colourability of a 3-regular graph
to Problem 2.9. Holyer [12] showed that it is NP-complete to decide if a given
3-regular graph is 3-edge-colourable.

Let G be a connected 3-regular graph with vertex set {v1, ..., vk}. We define
a set R of 9

2k2 + 27
2 k rooted triples on a taxa set X of cardinality 15

2 k + 2. Let
V = {u, w} ∪ {vj

i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6} and U = E(G). Further, let X = U ∪ V
and

R1 = {v2j−1
i v2j

i |e : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, e ∈ E(G)}.
For every edge e = vivj ∈ E(G) with i < j, we define

Re = {uv2l−1
i |e, v2l

i v2l−1
j |e, v2l

j w|e : 1 ≤ l ≤ 3}.
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Finally, let R = R1 ∪
⋃

e∈E(G) Re.

We claim that R identifies the phylogenetic tree T with leaf set X where all
elements of U are children of the root r while all elements of V are children of an
additional child v of r. Clearly, the elements of U are isolated vertices in G(R).
Since every vertex of G is incident with some edge, there is a path from x to u
for every vertex x ∈ V , thus G(R)[V ] is connected. On the other hand, R|V = ∅.
Hence, we have AR = T . For every vertex x ∈ V and every vertex e ∈ U , there
is at least one edge of G(R) incident with x whose label set contains e. Therefore,
Condition (iii) of Theorem 2.5 holds and R identifies T .

It remains to show that there is a subset R′ of R of cardinality lb(T ) that
identifies T if and only if G is edge-3-colourable. It is easy to see that such a set
R′ exists if and only if, for every e ∈ U , we can select a 1-factor of e-labeled edges
of G(R)|[V ] such that the union of all these 1-factors yields a connected graph.

Let e = vivj be an edge of G with i < j and let Ge = Ge(R, T , (r, v)). Then Ge

contains the graph Gu
e depicted in Fig. 2 as a connected component, while all other

connected components of Ge contain exactly two vertices which are connected by an
edge. Hence, every 1-factor of Gu

e consists of all these isolated edges and a 1-factor
of Gu

e . There are exactly three 1-factors of Gu
e which are determined by the choice

of the edge incident with u: For l ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the edge set {uv2l−1
i , v2l

i v2l−1
j , v2l

j w}∪
{v2m−1

i v2m
i , v2m−1

j v2m
j : l 6= m ∈ {1, 2, 3}} is a 1-factor of Gu

e and there are no
other 1-factors. Therefore, a 1-factor of e-labeled edges of G(R)[V ] contains uv2l−1

i

if and only if it contains v2l
j w.

For every edge e ∈ E(G), let Fe be an e-labeled 1-factor of G(R)[V ] and let
F =

⋃
e∈E(G) Fe. We define a mapping χ′

F : E(G) −→ {1, 2, 3} by χ′
F(e) = l if Fe

contains the edge uv2l−1
i for e = vivj with i < j.

Assume that χ′
F is a proper edge colouring and let vj

i be a vertex of V −{u, w}.
Then there is an edge e1 = vivl ∈ E(G) incident with vi such that χ′

F(e1) = m :=⌈
j
2

⌉
. Further, there are edges e2, e3 ∈ E(G) such that e2 is incident with vi and

e3 is incident with vl and χ′
F (e2), χ′

F(e3) 6= χ′
F (e1). Then the 1-factors Fe2 and

Fe3 contain the edges v2m−1
i v2m

i and v2m−1
l v2m

l , respectively, while Fe1 contains
the edges uv2m−1

i , v2m
i v2m−1

l , v2m
l w (if i < l) or uv2m−1

l , v2m
l v2m−1

i , v2m
i w (if l < i).

Hence, the union of Fe1 , Fe2 , Fe3 provides paths from vj
i to u and to w in the graph

GF with vertex set V and edge set F . Therefore, the assumption that χ′
F is a

proper edge colouring of G implies that GF is connected.

Conversely, assume that χ′
F is not a proper edge colouring of G. Then there

is a vertex vi ∈ V (G) and j ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that there is no edge e ∈ E(G) with
χ′
F(e) = j incident with vi. Hence, GF contains a connected component with vertex

set {v2j−1
i , v2j

i }, so it is not connected.
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v5
i

v1
i

v1
j

u

w

v2
i

v2
j

v3
i

v3
j

v4
i

v4
j v5

j

v6
i

v6
j

Figure 2. The connected component Gu
e of Ge where the bold

edges form one of the three 1-factors.

We have that χ′
F is a proper edge colouring of G if and only if GF is connected.

Hence, we can choose one e-labeled 1-factor of G(R)[V ] for every e ∈ E(G) such
that their union yield a connected graph if and only if G is 3-edge-colourable. This
proves the NP-completeness of Problem 2.9. �

3. The closure operation for unrooted trees

Up to this point we have considered the closure operation on rooted trees. When
we move to unrooted trees, many of the results one might expect to carry over do
not. Perhaps most surprising is that Lemma 1.1 is no longer true in the unrooted
setting, thereby settling a question posed in [5]. To explain this result we begin
with some terminology.

Following [17], an unrooted phylogenetic X–tree T is a tree with leaf set X and
whose interior vertices are unlabelled and of degree at least 3 (in case all these
degrees equal 3 we say that T is binary).

An unrooted phylogenetic tree T is said to be induced by the tree T ′ if the leaf set
of T is a subset of the leaf set of T ′ and T is obtained from the maximal subgraph
of T ′ containing the leaf set of T by suppressing vertices of degree 2. An unrooted
binary phylogenetic tree with four leaves is called a quartet tree. A phylogenetic
tree T displays a set Q of quartet trees if every quartet tree in Q is induced by T
and we let co(Q) denote the set of phylogenetic X–trees that display Q where X is
the set of labels appearing at leaves in Q.

The quartet tree with leaf set {a, b, c, d} that contains an inner edge separating
a, b from c, d is denoted by ab|cd and {a, b} and {c, d} are called its quartet halfs.
A set of quartet trees is said to be compatible if there is an unrooted phylogenetic
tree inducing all of those rooted quartet trees. Furthermore, we say that a set Q
of quartet trees is closed if it has the property that Q contains every quartet tree
that is displayed by every tree in co(Q′) for each compatible non-empty subset Q′

of Q. If each subset of Q is closed we call Q strongly closed. For example, for a
given unrooted phylogenetic tree T having at least two internal edges, the set of all
quartets displayed by T is a closed set but it is not strongly closed.
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The following result is a slight re-statement of Proposition 9(2) of [4]. It follows
easily from Lemma 1.1.

Proposition 3.1. Every closed non-compatible rooted triple set contains a conflict,
that is two different rooted triples of the same set of three leaves.

Surprisingly, the analogue of Proposition 3.1 fails for quartet trees; that is, there
exists a non-compatible closed quartet tree set which does not contain a conflict
(two different quartet trees of the same set of four leaves). This resolves a question
raised in [4], and disproves a conjecture from [3]. In fact we can establish a slightly
stronger result by replacing ‘closed’ by ‘strongly closed’.

Theorem 3.2. Let

W := {12|78, 23|58, 15|37, 14|67, 26|48, 34|56}
Then W is a non-compatible strongly closed set of quartet trees without a conflict.

Proof. The proof is divided into three parts: First we show that W is not compat-
ible, then we prove that W is closed, and finally we show that W is even strongly
closed.

Assume there is a tree TW that displays W . Since TW displays {12|78, 23|58, 15|37}
the tree with leaf set {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8} that is induced by TW must be either T1 or T2,
as shown in Fig. 3. Further, since TW displays {12|78, 14|67, 26|48} the tree with
leaf set {1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8} that is induced by TW has to be either T3 or T4 of Fig 3.
However, every tree that induces T1 and T3 or T2 and T4 displays the quartet tree
35|46 while every tree that induces T1 and T4 or T2 and T3 displays 45|36. Hence,
a tree that induces one of T1 and T2 and one of T3 and T4 and displays 34|56 can
not exist.
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T1 T2 T3 T4

T5 T6 T7 T8

Figure 3. The example trees used for the proof of Theorem 3.2

Obviously, W contains at most one quartet tree of every quadruple of {1, ..., 8}, so
W does not contain a conflict and it remains to show that W is strongly closed.
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It suffices to prove that W − q is compatible and strongly closed for every element
q ∈ W . Every quartet tree in W can be interpreted as a pair of opposite edges of
the cube where the vertices are labeled by 1, ..., 8 (see Fig. 4). For every two pairs
{e1, e2} and {f1, f2} of opposite edges of the cube, there is a graph isomorphism
that maps e1 to f1 and e2 to f2. Hence, it suffices to prove that W −q is compatible
and strongly closed for q = 34|56. This can be done by applying Proposition 5 of
[4] which states that a rooted triple set (resp. quartet tree set) W is compatible
and closed if and only if there is a collection C of phylogenetic X–trees such that
W is the set of triples (resp. quartet trees) displayed by all of the trees in C.

It can easily be checked by hand that

W ′ = {15|26, 15|37, 23|14, 23|58, 48|26, 48|37, 67|14, 67|58, 12|78, 35|46}
is the set of quartet trees displayed by T5 and T6 and the subset of those quartet
trees of W ′ which are also displayed by T7 and T8 is exactly W − 34|56. Hence,
W − 34|56 is closed.

For every quartet half {a, b} of a quartet q1 ∈ W − 34|56, there is no other
quartet q2 ∈ W − 34|56 such that {a, b} is also a quartet half of q2. Moreover,
for every quartet q1 ∈ W − 34|56, there are a quartet half h(q1) of q1, a tree
T (q1) ∈ {T5, T6, T7, T8}, and an edge e(q1) of T (q1) such that e(q1) separates h(q1)
from X − h(q1). For a fixed subset W ′ of W − 34|56, we identify the vertices
incident with the edge e(q′) of T (q′) for every quartet q′ ∈ W ′ and the set of
quartets displayed by all obtained trees is W − 34|56 − q′. Hence, W − 34|56 and
therefore W are strongly closed. �

1

8 7

5

3

2

4

6

Figure 4. The quartet set W represented as pairs of edges of the cube

4. Completeness of Meacham’s rules for pairwise closure of

characters

We turn now to a closure operation for partial X–splits, where the ‘building
blocks’ are no longer small subtrees but rather splits of the leaf set of the input
trees obtained by deleting edges of those trees. In this section we establish a com-
pleteness result for two closure rules described in 1983 by Christopher Meacham
[15]. Informally, we show that, not only do these two rules produce all the ‘infor-
mation’ that can be obtained from any pair of X–splits, but moreover they produce
all the ‘information’ that can be generated from any pair of partitions of X .
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To explain this more formally (and following the notation of [8]), we define a
character (on X) to be a partition of X and a split to be a bipartition of X . A
character χ is displayed by a phylogenetic tree T if there is a set Eχ of edges of T
such that every part of χ is the set of labelled vertices of a component of the graph
obtained from T by removing Eχ. A set C of characters is displayed by T if each of
its elements is displayed by T and C is compatible if there is an X-tree that displays
C. A partial split is an unordered pair of disjoint non-empty subsets of X and the
partial split {A, B} is also denoted by A|B or B|A. A partial split A′|B′ refines
A|B if A ⊆ A′ and B ⊆ B′ (or A ⊆ B′ and B ⊆ A′). A partial split χ is displayed
by an X-tree T if T displays a split that refines χ and a set Σ of partial splits is
displayed by T if every element of Σ is displayed by T . Again, Σ is called compatible
if there is an X-tree that displays Σ. Let C be a compatible set of characters and Σ
be a compatible set of partial splits. We say that C (resp. Σ) infers a partial split
A|B and we write C ` A|B (resp. Σ ` A|B) if every phylogenetic tree that displays
C (resp. Σ) also displays A|B.

Meacham [15] described two inference rules (referred to below as (M1) and (M2))
for the case that Σ contains exactly two partial splits, say Σ = {A1|B1, A2|B2}.
These rules can be stated as follows:

(M1) If A1 ∩ A2 6= ∅ and B1 ∩ B2 6= ∅ then

Σ ` A1 ∩ A2|B1 ∪ B2 and Σ ` A1 ∪ A2|B1 ∩ B2.

(M2) If A1 ∩ A2 6= ∅ and B1 ∩ B2 6= ∅ and A1 ∩ B2 6= ∅ then

Σ ` A2|B1 ∪ B2 and Σ ` A1 ∪ A2|B1.

A set C of characters canonically defines a set

Σ(C) := {A|B : A, B ∈ χ ∈ C}
of partial splits. It has been shown in [20] that all partial splits inferred by C are
also inferred by Σ(C), that is,

C ` A|B if and only if Σ(C) ` A|B.

The main result of this section is that every partial split inferred by a compatible
set C of two characters can be obtained by consecutively applying Meacham’s infer-
ence rules to Σ(C). Let θ be a non-empty subset of {1, 2} and let Σ be a compatible
set of partial splits. We define spclθ(Σ) to be the smallest set of partial splits Σ′

such that every partial split in Σ is refined by a partial split in Σ′ and every partial
split A|B that can be obtained from two partial splits in Σ′ by applying a rule (Mi)
for i ∈ θ is refined by a partial split in Σ′. It has been proved in [18] that all split
closures spclθ(Σ) for ∅ 6= θ ⊆ {1, 2} are well defined.

Theorem 4.1. Let χ1 = {A1, ..., Ak} and χ2 = {B1, ..., Bl} be two compatible
characters on X. Suppose that every X-tree that displays both χ1 and χ2, also
displays the partial X-split A|B. Then there exists a partial X-split A′|B′ that
refines A|B such that A′|B′ ∈ spcl1,2(Σ({χ1, χ2})).

Proof. An outline of the proof is as follows: First we define a graph from χ1 and
χ2 that enables us to construct many different X-trees which all display χ1 and χ2.
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We will use those trees to show that every partial split inferred by χ1 and χ2 must
belong to one of two disjoint special classes of partial splits. We conclude the proof
by showing that all partial splits in one class can be obtained from Σ({χ1, χ2}) by
repeatedly applying (M1) while all partial splits in the other class can be obtained
by repeatedly applying (M2).

Let GI be the partition intersection graph of χ1 and χ2, i.e. the graph with
vertex set {A1, ..., Ak, B1, ..., Bl} where two vertices are connected by an edge if
and only if they have a non-empty intersection. Since χ1 and χ2 are compatible
characters it follows from [10] that the graph GI does not contain a cycle. Let GS

be the graph obtained from GI by subdividing every edge AiBj by a new vertex
Ai ∩ Bj . We denote the vertex set of GI by VI and the set of vertices of GS which
are not contained in VI by VS . We define φ : X −→ V (GS) to be the mapping that
maps every element of X that is contained in an element of VS to that vertex and
every element x ∈ X that is not contained in any element of VS to the vertex in
VI that contains x. By definition, the pair (T ; φ) is an X-tree that displays χ1 and
χ2 for every tree T that is obtained from GS by adding edges and then removing
unlabelled leaves and suppressing unlabelled vertices of degree 2.

We will now prove that there are connected components CA and CB of GS such
that φ(A) ⊆ V (CA) and φ(B) ⊆ V (CB) hold. We assume that there are a1, a2 ∈ A
such that φ(a1) and φ(a2) are contained in different components of GS and that
b ∈ B. Then we can construct an X-tree from GS which contains edges φ(ai)φ(b)
for every i ∈ {1, 2} for which φ(ai) and φ(b) are contained in different components
of GS . However, that tree can not display A|B since the path from a1 to a2 contains
b.

We have to distinguish whether the components CA and CB are equal. We start
with the case CA = CB =: C. We claim that there is a vertex v ∈ V (C) ∩ VI

such that there are different components Cv
A and Cv

B of C − v with φ(A) ⊆ V (Cv
A)

and φ(B) ⊆ V (Cv
B). Since every X-tree obtained from GS by adding edges and

then removing unlabelled leaves and suppressing unlabelled vertices of degree 2
displays A|B there must be a cut edge in C separating φ(A) from φ(B). Without
loss of generality we can assume that such an edge connects the vertices Ai and
Ai ∩ Bj for some i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j ∈ {1, ..., l}. We define G′

S to be the graph
obtained from GS by identifying the vertices Ai, Ai ∩ Bj, Bj where the new vertex
is called Ai ∪ Bj and φ′ : X −→ V (G′

S) to be the mapping with φ′(x) = φ(x) if
φ(x) /∈ {Ai, Ai∩Bj , Bj} and φ′(x) = Ai∪Bj , else. Then every X-tree (T ′, φ′) where
T ′ is obtained from G′

S by adding edges and then removing unlabelled leaves and
suppressing unlabelled vertices of degree 2 displays χ1 and χ2, thus it also displays
A|B. Hence there is a cut edge of G′

S between Ai∪Bj and a vertex u ∈ VS ∩V (G′
S)

that separates φ′(A) from φ′(B). Let v ∈ {Ai, Bj} be the vertex that is in GS

adjacent to u and let w be the other vertex in {Ai, Bj}. Then one of the sets
φ(A), φ(B) is contained in the component C1 of C − v that contains u and the
other one is contained in the component C2 of C − v that contains w. This proves
the claim. Further, the partial split

⋃
y∈V (C1)∩VI

y|
⋃

z∈V (C2)∩VI
z refines A|B.

Now we consider the case CA 6= CB . We claim that there is a vertex u ∈ VS with
φ(A) = u or φ(B) = u. We assume the contrary. We define PA to be the set of all
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vertices v of V (CA) ∩ VI for which there are a1, a2 ∈ A such that the path from
φ(a1) to φ(a2) (possibly of length 0) contains v. We define PB correspondingly. By
assumption, PA and PB are nonempty. If there is i ∈ {1, 2} such that PA∪PB ⊆ χi,
then |PA| = |PB | = 1 holds since every path in GS connecting two different elements
of χ1 contains an element of χ2 and vice versa. Therefore, PA∪PB ⊆ χ1 implies that
there are i, j ∈ {1, ..., k} with i 6= j and A ⊆ Ai, B ⊆ Aj , but then Ai|Aj ∈ Σ(χ1)
refines A|B. Correspondingly, PA ∪ PB ⊆ χ2 implies that there are i, j ∈ {1, ..., l}
with i 6= j and Bi|Bj ∈ Σ(χ2) refines A|B. Hence, we can assume that there
are u ∈ PA and v ∈ PB such that each of χ1 and χ2 contains exactly one of the
vertices u and v. Let G′ be the graph obtained from GS by identifying u and v
where the new vertex is called w, and let φ′ : X −→ V (G′

S) be the mapping with
φ′(x) = φ(x) if φ(x) /∈ {u, v} and φ′(x) = w, else. Then every X-tree (T ′, φ′)
where T ′ is obtained from G′

S by adding edges and then removing unlabelled leaves
and suppressing unlabelled vertices of degree 2 displays χ1 and χ2 but not A|B, a
contradiction. This proves the claim. Let i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j ∈ {1, ..., l} such that
u = Ai ∩ Bj and let C′ ∈ {CA, CB} such that C′ does not contain u. Then the
partial split Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (C′)∩VI

z refines A|B.

We have shown that A|B is either refined by a partial split
⋃

y∈V (C1)
y|

⋃
z∈V (C2)

z

such that C1 and C2 are two different components of C − v where v is a vertex of a
component C of GI , or A|B is refined by a partial split Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (C′) z where

AiBj is an edge of GI and C′ is a component of GI that does not contain AiBj .
The last step to prove the theorem is to show that every partial X-split of either
of those two kinds is refined by a partial split in spcl1,2(Σ({χ1, χ2})).

Let C be a component of GI , and let T be a subtree of C that contains a vertex
v of degree 2. Let T1 and T2 be the two components of C − v. We claim that the
partial split

⋃
y∈V (T1)

y|
⋃

z∈V (T2) z can be derived from Σ({χ1, χ2}) by applying
the second split closure rule. The claim is true if |V (T1)| = |V (T2)| = 1 since
then the vertex in C1 and the vertex in C2 are contained in the same character.
Assume that the claim is wrong and that m := |V (T1)| + |V (T2)| is minimal with
that property. Further, we assume |V (T1)| > 1. Let w be the vertex of T1 that is
in C adjacent to v, and let x 6= w be a leaf of T1. The minimality of m implies
that the partial split

⋃
y∈V (T1)−x y|

⋃
z∈V (T2)

z can be derived from Σ({χ1, χ2}) by
applying the second split closure rule. Let T ′

1 be the component of T1 − w that
contains x. Since w has degree 2 in the subtree of C with vertex set V (T ′

1)∪{v, w}
and |V (T ′

1)|+1 < m the partial split v|
⋃

y∈V (T ′
1)

y can be derived from Σ({χ1, χ2})
by applying the second split closure rule. Applying the second split closure rule to⋃

y∈V (T1)−x y|
⋃

z∈V (T2)
z and v|

⋃
y∈V (T ′

1)
y infers

⋃
y∈V1

y|
⋃

z∈V2
z, contradicting

the assumption.

Let AiBj be an edge of GI and let C′ be a connected component of GI that
does not contain AiBj . If C′ contains only one vertex x, then one of the partial
splits Ai|x and Bj |x is contained in Σ({χ1, χ2}) and refines Ai ∩ Bj |x. Hence, we
can assume that there is at least one edge uv in C′. We claim that the partial
X-split Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (C′) z can be derived from Σ({χ1, χ2}) by applying the first

split closure rule. We assume that the claim is wrong and that U is a subtree of
C′ containing uv such that the partial split Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (U) z can not be derived
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from Σ({χ1, χ2}) by applying the first split closure rule and |V (U)| is minimal under
all subtrees with that property. If |V (U)| = 2, then we can assume that u ∈ χ1

and applying the first split closure rule to Ai|u ∈ Σ({χ1}) and Bj |v ∈ Σ({χ2})
infers Ai ∩ Bj |u ∪ v. Let |V (U)| ≥ 3 and let w /∈ {u, v} be a leaf of U . By the
minimality of |V (U)|, the partial split Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (U)−w z can be derived from

Σ({χ1, χ2}) by applying the first split closure rule. Without loss of generality we
can assume w ∈ χ1, thus Ai|w ∈ Σ({χ1}). The first split closure rule applied to
Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (U)−w z and Ai ∩Bj |w infers Ai ∩ Bj |

⋃
z∈V (U) z, in contradiction to

the assumption. �

We remark that Theorem 4.1 also holds for partial partitions, i.e. χ1 and χ2 are
partitions of subsets X1 and X2 of X and refining, displaying, and compatibility are
defined as for partial splits. In that case we can assume X = (

⋃k
i=1 Ai)∪ (

⋃l
j=1 Bj)

and leave the proof unchanged. Further, the constructive proof of Theorem 4.1
provides the following result.

Corollary 4.2. The set spcl1,2(Σ({χ1, χ2})) can be computed in polynomial time;
moreover spcl1,2(Σ({χ1, χ2})) = spcl1(Σ({χ1, χ2})) ∪ spcl2(Σ({χ1, χ2})).

5. Closure operations in a general setting

Some of the concepts we have discussed concerning compatibility, inference rules
and closure operations in the phylogenetic setting can extended to a more general
setting, which may be useful for other applications (for example in problems con-
cerning the reconstruction of linear orderings). We describe this viewpoint in this
section.

Let Y be a (finite or infinite) set, let r > 1 be a positive natural number. We
say that a subset W of Y × {1, . . . , r} contains no conflict if it has the property:

(y, i), (y, j) ∈ W =⇒ i = j.

Suppose that J is a collection of subsets of Y × {1, . . . , r} such that, for every
J ∈ J , each element y ∈ Y occurs in exactly one element of J (thus J contains no
conflict). We say that a subset W of Y × {1, . . . , r} is J –compatible if there exists
a set J ∈ J so that W ⊆ J .

Example 5.1. To illustrate these ideas in a setting outside of phylogenetics (but
more relevant to gene ordering on chromosomes) and with r = 2 let Y = {(i, j) :
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i < j} and for a bijection f : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} let

W (f) := {((i, j), s) ∈ Y × {1, 2} : f(i) < f(j) ⇔ s = 1}.
Let J be the union of the sets W (f) over all bijections f . Thus a subset W ⊂
Y × {1, 2} is J –compatible precisely if the pairwise orderings provided by W is
consistent with a linear ordering of {1, . . . , n}.

Given a J –compatible set W define the closure of W (relative to J ) to be the
collection of pairs (y, i) ∈ Y × {1, . . . , r} for which, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} − {i} the
set W ∪ {(y, j)} is not J –compatible (this implies, in particular, that W ∪ {(y, i)}
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is J –compatible). We say that a subset W of Y ×{1, . . . , r} is closed if the closure
of every J –compatible subset of W is contained in W . Finally, given a subset W
of Y × {1, . . . , r} we define the (generalized) closure of W (relative to J ) denoted
ClJ (W ) to be the intersection of all closed subsets of Y × {1, . . . , r} that contain
W (this is well-defined since Y × {1, . . . , r} is closed).

Note that when W is J –compatible, we have clJ (W ) = ClJ (W ), so ClJ is
an extension of clJ . Also, ClJ satisfies the three properties one would expect of
a closure operation, namely: W ⊆ ClJ (W ), V ⊆ W ⇒ ClJ (V ) ⊆ ClJ (W ) and
ClJ (ClJ (W )) = ClJ (W ).

Note that if Y is finite, then we can generate ClJ (W ) as follows. Construct
a sequence W (1), W (2), . . . , where, W (1) = W and for each k ≥ 1, W (k+1) is the
union of clJ (A) over all subsets A of W (k) that are J –compatible. Then it is easily
checked that ClJ (W ) = ∪s

k=1W
(k) for the first number s for which W (s+1) = W (s).

The main question that we consider in this section (motivated by earlier results
in this paper) is the following: how is the condition “W is J –compatible” related
to the condition “ClJ (W ) has no conflict”? The next lemma shows that the former
condition implies the latter. We will then consider the reverse implication.

Lemma 5.2. If W is J –compatible then ClJ (W ) contains no conflict.

Proof. First note that if J ∈ J then J is J –compatible, and the closure of J is
J ; in particular J is closed. Now if W is J –compatible, then, by definition there
exists a set J ∈ J with W ⊆ J . Since J is closed, the (generalized) closure of W is
a subset of J . Finally, since J ∈ J and elements of J contain no conflict, ClJ (W )
contains no conflict. �

We now describe two examples to show that the converse to Lemma 5.2 does not
hold.

Example 5.3. The first example shows how this abstract framework is related
to the quartet set from Theorem 3.2. We define Y = {{i, j, k, l} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} :
|{i, j, k, l}| = 4} and, for y = {i, j, k, l} ∈ Y with i < j < k < l, we de-
fine (y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 3) to represent the quartet ij|kl, ik|jl, il|jk, respectively. Fur-
ther, we define J to be the set of all quartet sets of binary phylogenetic trees on
{1, . . . , n}. With these definitions, ClJ (W ) is the set of all closed quartet sets and
the quartet set W from Theorem 3.2 has the property that W is not J –compatible
yet ClJ (W )(= W ) so that W is closed and contains no conflict.

Example 5.4. The phenomenon described in Example 5.3 - whereby a set that is
closed with respect to J and contains no conflict can fail to be J –compatible – can
be demonstrated by a more contrived example, though one for which the verification
is much easier. Let Y be defined as in Example 5.3. We define a quartet tree ab|cd
to be a crossing for a cyclic ordering if the lines from a to b and from c to d cross each
other in a cycle realizing that cyclic ordering. Let J contain the sets of all crossings
for some cyclic ordering. W represents an arbitrary subset of quartet trees, and W
is J –compatible precisely if there is a cyclic ordering of {1, ..., n} such that every
element of W is a crossing. Let n = 5 and W = {12|34, 12|35, 12|45}.
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Proposition 5.5. The set W defined in Example 5.4 is J –compatible, yet W is
closed and contains no conflict.

Proof. For a quartet tree ab|cd and a cyclic ordering of {1, ..., n}, the straight lines
from a to b and from c to d cross each other if one of the two paths from a to b
contains c and the other one contains d. Hence, if the straight line from 1 to 2 crosses
the lines from 3 to 4 and from 3 to 5 then there must be a path from 1 to 2 containing
4 and 5 implying that the line from 4 to 5 does not cross the line from 1 to 2. This
proves W is not J –compatible. On the other hand, for both cyclic orderings 13245
and 13254, the quartet trees 12|34 and 12|35 are crossings, but different quartet
trees are crossings for each of the remaining quadruples {1, 2, 4, 5}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, and
{2, 3, 4, 5}. Therefore, the set {12|34, 12|35} is closed, and, by symmetry, the other
subsets of W are closed, too. �

We will shortly provide a partial converse to Lemma 5.2. First we present a
lemma that is required for its proof.

Lemma 5.6. Suppose W is J –compatible and y ∈ Y satisfies

W ∩ {(y, i) : i = 1, . . . , r} = ∅.
Then, there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that W ∪ {(y, i)} is J –compatible.

Proof. Since W is J –compatible there exists a set J ∈ J with W ⊆ J . Since J ∈ J
there exists for y one value iy ∈ {1, . . . , r} for which (y, iy) ∈ J . Then W ∪{(y, iy)}
is a subset of J , and hence W ∪ {(y, iy)} is J –compatible. �

For y ∈ Y and W ⊂ Y × {1, . . . , r}, let

SW (y) := {i ∈ {1, . . . , r} : W ∪ {(y, i)} is J –compatible}.

Proposition 5.7. If #SW (y) ∈ {0, 1, r} for every subset W of Y × {1, . . . r} that
contains no conflict, and every y ∈ Y , then

(1) W is J –compatible ⇔ ClJ (W ) has no conflict

Proof. The ⇒ direction follows from Lemma 5.2. Conversely, suppose that W is
not J –compatible. Let W1 be a maximal J –compatible subset of W (note that
this might be W1 = ∅). There exists some element (y, i) ∈ W − W1. Then,
(y, i) ∈ W ⊆ ClJ (W ). Since (y, i) 6∈ W1, it follows from Lemma 5.6 that there
is j ∈ {1, . . . , r} with W1 ∪ {(y, j)} J –compatible, implying #SW1(y) > 0. Yet
by the maximality assumption on W1 we have W1 ∪ {(y, i)} is not J –compatible,
implying #SW1(y) < r. Consequently, we have SW1(y) = {j} and, therefore,
(y, j) ∈ clJ (W1) ⊆ ClJ (W ). Thus we see that ClJ (W ) contains both (y, i) and
(y, j) and so ClJ (W ) contains a conflict. �

We illustrate an application of Proposition 5.7 by deriving Proposition 3.1.

Let Y denote the set of subsets of {1, . . . , n} of size 3 and, for y = {i, j, k} ∈ Y
with i < j < k, let (y, 1), (y, 2), (y, 3) represent the rooted triple with leaf set y
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that groups together i and j, i and k, and j and k, respectively. Let J contain the
sets of all induced rooted triples of some parent tree. W represents an arbitrary
subset of rooted triples, and W is J –compatible precisely if W is compatible in
the phylogenetic sense. Given a compatible and closed rooted triple set W and an
element y ∈ Y such that (y, i) /∈ W for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, it can easily be checked that
W ∪ (y, i) is J –compatible for every i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (for details see [4], Proposition
9(1)). Hence, Proposition 5.7 implies that every closed non-compatible rooted triple
set contains a conflict. This result was also proved in [3] and [4].

Note that Proposition 5.7 has the following consequence for settings such as
Example 5.1.

Corollary 5.8. If r = 2, then W is J –compatible if and only if ClJ (W ) contains
no conflict.
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